Context

- Proposals suggest adding:
  - User
  - Group
  - Credential (or whatever it is renamed to)

- Other concepts to consider:
  - Object Defaults
  - Right, Rights
  - Groups
  - System
Object Defaults

- Add **Defaults** System Object
- Add **Create Defaults** operation
- Remove from Query operation as it does not belong there
- Reference from User or from Group
Right(s)

- Add **Right(s)** System Object
- Add **Create Right(s)** operation
- Reference from User or Group
Groups

• Object Groups is a list of Object Group
• Should this list itself be a system object?
• Should we just use the grouping mechanism rather than the current list?
System

• Many things returned via Query could be linked off a System Object
• Need to look at all Query items
• Automation requirements for control/adjust of these are much greater than the typical set-once-and-forget current context
Conclusion

• Adding additional System Objects helps
• Automation requires ability to establish complex configurations from non-provisioned state
• Re-use what we have already specified
• More detailed proposals necessary